THE MICRO FLUTE ADVANTAGE

Maximize precision, printability and performance

When you want a carton that performs double-duty as a retail graphics display and strong stable packaging, ordinary corrugated boxes just don’t cut it. We offer a full line of micro flute substrates that stand up to all the others. Constructed to out perform corrugated boxes, our micro flutes have a distinct advantage in every aspect of your packaging needs, from precision fabrication and durability to superior printability and fulfillment.

- **Fill to perfection.** Because we manufacture our micro flutes with precision on high speed platen die cutters, micro flute cartons machine fill and hand fill with speed and ease.

- **Build to suit.** Micro flutes gives you the flexibility to incorporate a wide range of design features, including slot lock tuck flaps, auto bottoms, reverse tucks, sealed ends and silt proof bottoms, for maximum productivity on line and in use.

- **Print to impress.** Offset-printed just like paper, our micro flutes have pricing comparable to folding cartons while providing high-end multi-color graphics, unheard of with flexo-printed corrugated boxes, for the ultimate package appeal.

Put the micro flute advantage into your next packaging project. For more information, contact your National Carton & Coating sales representative today at 937-372-8001, ext 9 and find out what we can put into your box!